Methods for Construction of Yeast Display Libraries of Four-Domain T-Cell Receptors.
Since two decades, yeast display methodology is a popular tool for discovery, stability improvement, and affinity maturation of diverse protein scaffolds, intended for antigen recognition. Yeast display is particularly well suited for the selection of heterodimeric proteins, such as antibodies and T-cell receptors (TCRs), as it allows rapid library creation via gap-repair-driven homologous recombination and subsequent construction of a combinatorial library after mating of yeast of opposite mating types. Certain properties of the TCR scaffold, such as its stability, inferior to most antibody fragments, require modifications of traditional antigen selection strategies. Their selection can be monitored and guided upon staining with the soluble versions of their original antigen, peptide-major histocompatibility complex (MHC), or clonotypic antibodies, whose binding is critically dependent on the TCR structural integrity. Overall, this chapter underlines the importance of the versatile yeast display technique for the diversification of the TCR scaffold for antigen recognition and optimization of its stability.